1. The first Anglo settlers to cross the border entered which Mexican state in 1821?

2. Mexican government invited people to Mexico as long as they are ________________ and ________________________________.

3. What is the name of the American businessman who led 300 families into Texas?

4. Anglo settlers moving to Texas want to practice what system?

5. What is the Spanish name for Mexican-Texans?

6. After Mexican President Santa Anna dissolves the government and declares himself ruler of Mexico, how does Texas respond in 1835?

7. Did Santa Anna invade the United States?

8. What is the name of the Old Spanish Mission that white settlers, including Davy Crockett and Jim Bowie, and Tejanos, including Juan Seguin, defend from Santa Anna?

9. What rallying cry spreads and unites Texans?

10. What does Santa Anna do after losing the Battle at San Jacinto?

11. How are Mexicans treated after Texas gains Independence?

12. What happens to Juan Seguin?